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Redesigning Theories for (Systems) Change.

• ToCS show expected enactment of proposed change 
programs. 

• Social change programs are often funded by winning 
proposals that represent their strategies by ToC logic

• Proposals are won by convincing review teams that their 
funds are best used in your plan vs. others

• In print / pitch have limited time / channel capacity in 
conversation to convince –

• We encounter looping effects – to win, to lead a project or 
program evaluation we simplify, pitch in sponsor language

• Funders want results. Rare to find a sponsor to support an 
external team to do “discovery in complexity” in short-term 
contracts.
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When we use Theories of Change.
What do we promise?

• Arguments for system change
• Frameworks for change action
• Strategies for alignment, planning
• Structures for Program Evaluation
• “Causal Pathways” for planning
• Not causal theory, but working theories
• Big deal for change practitioners
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Theories of Change are (Visual) Stories.
What do you notice?

• Complicated, not complex
• Flows are largely linear
• Actions mapped to timeframes
• Lots of text!
• “Causal Pathways” aren’t apparent
• Simple explanations  
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Theories of (Systems) Change.

• Patterns that form a mental model for actions leading to envisioned 
system change.

• Logic models that define a program actions leading to  change
• Program funders require ToCs

Like VCs demand a business model
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Theories of (Systems) Change.

Issues with ToCs in practice:
• They have to  be oversimplified to the point of misdirection.
• Necessarily incomplete, vague, optimistic – Can be “just-so stories”
• Linear ToC formalisms shape mental models toward idealized future 

states – rendering action vulnerable to social complexity
• ToCs cannot be guaranteed by planning / action
• Unless we have mapped out potential commitments &  system 

relations in the field of action
• Evaluation of their fitness is too late to “change theory”

• With systems change, they usually fail basic systems theory.
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Theories of Change are logic models to make a case for change 
A logic for transformation change

time

All social change encounters unknowable complexity 
Change logic models are only guidelines for action

Mulgan, G. (2014). Social and Public Labs. NESTA.

Wheatley & Frieze. Using Emergence to Take 
Social Innovation to Scale.

Moore, G. (1992). Crossing the Chasm.



Change Literacy.  What System are we Changing? 

Which System?
Who participates?
Who decides? 
What counts as change?
What changes count?
By when does it count?
Who is responsible for the change?

Systems Changes collaborative open research  systemschanges.com
David Ing, Zaid Khan, members of Systems Thinking Ontario 
Building theory & O/S tools for testing change praxis

Did we notice that systems theory changed?

From (Churchman) systems approach 
& (Rittel) wicked problems & systems 
thinking (Ackoff, Senge) 

To: Holons, hierarchy theory, Resilience 
science, Ecological anthropology, 
2nd order cybernetics





Emergence + Complexity    Evolving Theories of Change 

McConnell Foundation.  (2020). Movement of Movements.

Future uncertainty,  Aligned action, Design action as enabling 

McConnell + Foundations.  (2018). Systems Change Retreat.
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TOCs Basis in Social Science
Strategy for social system interventions
“Socially constructed” as meaningful outcomes

From Backwards Mapping and Connecting Outcomes
At theoryofchange.org
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What are the classical models?

• Lewin’s organizational field theory (1947)

• Classical management referencing Lewin

• New management theory (Wheatley, 1992) 

• Complex Program Evaluation (MQ Patton, Westley)

• Social change, Impact investing 

• Social innovation (Carman, 2010,  Brest, 2010) 

Basic models of 
change are based in 

social systems 
theory!



Organizational Change
Lewin’s field theory
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Lewin, K. (1947a). Frontiers in group dynamics: Concept, method and reality in 
social science: Social equilibria and social change. Human Relations, 1, 5-41.

UNFREEZING MOVING REFREEZING



Market Innovation Change
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Moore, G. A. (1991). Crossing the Chasm. Harper Business.

Moore’s Crossing the Chasm

Following Rogers’ Diffusion of Innovations



Berkana Two-Loops
As dominant system declines a novel, next social system evolves

16Wheatley & Frieze. Using Emergence to Take Social Innovation to Scale.

Large-Scale System Change
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Are Theories of Change Sufficient? 

Waddell, Waddock, et al. (2015). Large systems change: An emerging field of transformation 
and transitions. Journal of Corporate Citizenship, (58), 5-30.

What are our challenges?

• Are measurable outcomes the goal?
• Isn’t real change complex & emergent in 

an environment?
• Do we ever validate ToCs?
• Do they work for wicked issues?
• How should we account  for 

“large system change?”
• Transformation system approach
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Emergence + Complexity    Theories of Change 

Forum for the Future.  (2020). From System Shock to System Change: Time to 
Transform.

McConnell Foundation.  (2020) Movement of Movements.

Future uncertainty,  Aligned action, Design action as enabling 



How do we Represent Transformation?
Four Sensemaking Logics

1. Action – Outcome
2. Influence Pathways
3. Process within Complexity
4. Movement Coordination



1. Action – Outcome

• Simple steps
but not simplistic

• Communicates clearly
• Can be linear yet systemic
• Forward or back-logic

(Order is reversed to indicate ultimate 
change goal at top-left)

Enterprises 
Co-Create Value 

Aligned with SDGs

People with New 
Competencies 

Create 
Organizational 

Capacities

Program to Create & 
Support 

Development of the 
New Competencies

World-wide 
Humanity Realizes 

Commitment to 
SDGs & Beyond

Methods & Tools 
to Enable the New 

Competencies 

System Change

Organizational
Change

Individual
Change

Flourishing Enterprise Toolkit – Theory of Change



2. Influence Pathways

• Simple formalism
• Directed graphs
• Can show influence nets or cycles & 

loops
• Supports progressive abduction or 

leverage
• Forward logic based on relational 

mapping

• Systemigrams, CLD, ISM, Influence 
maps

Ryan Murphy & Jones, P. (2020). Systemic Strategy: Systemic 
Design Methods for Complex Systems Change. RSD9



Influence logic SToC for Bounce Beyond  program     Enabling the World’s Next Life-Centred  Economies 



3. Process within Complexity

• Simple formalism
• Directed graphs
• Can show influence nets or 

cycles & loops
• Supports progressive abduction 

or leverage
• Forward logic based on relational 

mapping

• Systemigrams, CLD, ISM, 
Influence maps



Bounce Beyond 
Sketchnote 

Process within 
Complexity 
Hybrid ToCs in complex 
environment

• Bounce is a ToC
• Crossing the Chasm
• 3 Horizons
• Complex system 

networks

bouncebeyond.global



4.  Movement Coordination

Steve Waddell, et al. (2020).  transformationsforum.net/totc/

Systemic movement approach in SDG Transformations Forum
• Transformation, not incremental change or reform.  
• Creating comprehensive processes that:
• Support the desired direction of transformation;
• Stand up “deep systems” that enable transformations 

Provide innovative infrastructure  
• Supporting radical actions that move towards the new paradigm.



Scale of Impact / Change Unit of Analysis  / Change

What boundary of what system of interest?
What unit of analysis? 
Multi-actor, multi-boundary?
Polytemporal and equifinal? 
Ultimate impacts of change outcomes?
What do we measure in the unit?

How can we “system 
change” a context we 
cannot define or 
agree to define?

Framing the System.           SystemicDesignToolkit.org



Modes of Systemic Change

Influence Actions Models

Intervention Leverage Analysis, CLD
Action cycle Adoption
Transition MLP, Transition Design
Cycle riding Adaptive cycle
Social evolution 3 Horizons (foresight)
Impact cascade Foresight models
Learning systems Community building
Disruption, Coercion       Gaming

Fostering the Transition.           SystemicDesignToolkit.org

Don’t choose a ToC model 
until you know your 
theory of action.  



Locus of Systemic Change

Individual Agency
Small Group Agency
Organization Structure
Policy Structure
Society Structure
Culture Agency / Structure
Nation / Civ Structure

Change happens within 
the social system.  
Who changes?

Agency

Agency

Agency



An Early Ontology 

Factors Values

Boundary / Scale Micro - Macro
Time Horizon H1 – H2 – H3
Power Access Degree of External
Social Trends STEEP / CI
Commitment / Stake Formative – “All-In”
Counter Cycles Weak – Strong - Unknown
Costs / Risks Initial - Incremental 
Growth Stage α  ρ  Κ  Ω 
Stakeholder Complexity
Multisystem Complexity
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Issues Relevant to Systemic Design

• All social change involves some degree of unknowable complexity 
Change logic models are only guidelines for action structures

• Linear formalisms of ToC shape mental models of ideal future states 
- that cannot be guaranteed by planning / action.

• Unless we have mapped out potential commitments & system 
relations in the field of action

• Change projects assume direct involvement in a field
• Implicating the observer entirely in the change process

Wherein the observer changes the field by entering it.
(de Zeeuw 3rd Phase Science)

• Theories of change are recruited for both normative and descriptive 
explanations of change outcomes; there should be different 
representations for “as is” and “ought.”
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